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Q1) The first Roman emperor gave his name to which month of the year?

Q2) Who said: "Religion is the opium of the people"?

Q3) In Western Astrology, what is the last zodiac sign of the astrological year?

Q4) Which football club stunned bookmakers by winning the English Premier League in 2015-16 with initial odds of 5000-1?

Q5) By adding together each digit of Pi, in the order they appear, how many digits are required to reach a total of 23?

Q6) What breed of dog was Will Smith's companion in I am Legend?

Q7) In music, what is the common name for a male singing voice that falls between tenor and bass?

Q8) Who wrote The Handmaid's Tale?

Q9) Which novel has a heroine called Becky Sharp?

Q10) What was the name of Louis XVI's queen?
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Q1) The first Roman emperor gave his name to which month of the year?

Q2) Who said: "Religion is the opium of the people"?

Q3) In Western Astrology, what is the last zodiac sign of the astrological year?

Q4) Which football club stunned bookmakers by winning the English Premier League in 2015-16 with initial odds of 5000-1?

Q5) By adding together each digit of Pi, in the order they appear, how many digits are required to reach a total of 23?

Q6) What breed of dog was Will Smith's companion in I am Legend?

Q7) In music, what is the common name for a male singing voice that falls between tenor and bass?

Q8) Who wrote The Handmaid's Tale?

Q9) Which novel has a heroine called Becky Sharp?

Q10) What was the name of Louis XVI's queen?

August

Karl Marx

Pisces

Leicester City Football Club

6

German Shepherd

Baritone

Margaret Atwood

Vanity Fair

Marie Antoinette
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